Afternoon Tea
Served Daily from 12pm to 5.30pm

“Under certain circumstances there are few hours in life more agreeable than the hour dedicated to the
ceremony of afternoon tea”
Henry James

Cream Tea

£12.00

Plain Scone and Fruit Scone with Clotted Cream and Strawberry Jam served with Tea or Coffee.

Full Afternoon Tea

£23.00

Plain and Fruit Scone, Homemade selection of Sweet Treats with Clotted Cream and Strawberry Jam, with a
Selection of Sandwiches, Served with Tea or Coffee.

Champagne Afternoon Tea

£33.00

As above, but accompanied with a Glass of Taittinger Champagne.

Please select from one of our loose leaf teas below:
We think tea should be a pleasure from start to finish, not just a vehicle for caffeine. We look for teas which taste and smell
enticing both in leaf form and once brewed; teas with a great story behind them; teas which deliver in a way that your
average teabag just plainly doesn’t. Our Tea partner is Dragonfly Tea: A British company with a passion for sharing
authentic, delicious and often rare teas.

Assam Black Tea - Sourced from one of the finest tea farms in the fertile Assam region of North East India. This is a
robust and full-bodied tea which has a rich malty sweetness.

Camomile - The delicate, daisy like Camomile flower has been celebrated by herbalists since ancient Egyptian times. Light
and fragrant with hints of apple and quince.

Darjeeling – Authentic Darjeeling black teas, known as the Champagne of Teas, have a great aromatic quality and
delicacy. The tea is golden in colour and has hints of muscatel and wildflower honey.

Earl Grey – A blend of black tea with aromatic essential oil of bergamot, a type of citrus found all over the Mediterranean.
Lapsang Souchong – A favourite of Winston Churchill and made in the Wuyi Mountains of Southern China this is a bold
and smooth tea, with a soft pine smokiness.

Peppermint – 100% organic peppermint leaf and nothing else. Fresh and vibrant, with a natural aromatic sweetness.
Green Tea – Delicate and subtle with complex aromas and endless variety. Soft and delicate, scented with summer’s finest
Jasmine blossoms.

English Tea – For over 150 years, tea makers have created special blends to perfectly complement the traditional English
breakfast. Smooth and full-bodied with a rounded malty finish.
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